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Odd-Parity Superconductors: Δ 𝑘 = −Δ(−𝑘)

p-wave superfluid He-3

• T-breaking A phase: 
point node in 3D;  full gap in 2D

• T-invariant B phase: full gap

• Topological superfluid

(Candidate) Odd-Parity SCs: UPt3 and Sr2RuO4

• Unconventional pairing symmetry

• Odd- vs even-parity debated 



Odd-Parity Pairing and Spin-Orbit Coupling

SOC in inversion-symmetric materials: 
• bands are spin-orbit-entangled & doubly degenerate (pseudospin)

• odd-parity = pseudospin triplet

Odd-parity superconductivity with strong SOC (𝜆𝑆𝑂𝐶 ~ 𝐸𝐹):

• does not require strong electron correlation
• can be meditated by electron-phonon interaction
• leads to new & topological phases absent in He-3

Without SOC: odd-parity = spin triplet, meditated by spin fluctuations 



CuxBi2Se3

Bulk SC in a doped topological insulator:  

In Search of Odd-Parity Superconductors

traditional wisdom:    odd-parity = p-wave spin-triplet, requires strong correlation.  

this talk:   odd-parity pairing susceptibility is parametrically enhanced in materials

with strong spin-orbit coupling (λso of order EF), and can be realized in electron-

phonon superconductors.

Proposal for odd-parity pairing in Cu-doped Bi2Se3
LF & Berg, (PRL 10)
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Hor et al,  (PRL 10)

  doped semiconductor, carrier density ~1020 cm-3 

  Tc ~ 3K,  type-II superconductor

•

•

Cu

Cava et al., PRL (2010)

Ando et al., PRL (2011)

zero resistivity specific heat: 
full gap or point node 

carrier density ~1020



Normal State Electronic Structure

Lu et al, PRB 14 
Dagan & Kanigel et al.   PRB 13

Single pocket:  evolves from closed to open as electron density increases.    

ARPES and quantum oscillations:



Spin-Orbit Coupling

• staggered Rashba SOC from opposite E fields on top and bottom layers

• with inversion symmetry, SOC necessarily involves multiple orbitals  

H0(k) = mσx + vzkzσy + v(kxσzsy − kyσzsx)

Spin-Orbit Coupling

  k.p Hamiltonian dictated by symmetries:  •

  two pz orbitals (σz) + electron spin (sz)•

anti-bonding

bonding

conduction

valence

   intra-layer, bilayer Rashba SOC from 

   local electric fields with opposite signs

inter-layer, spin-independent

see also tight-binding model in Hsieh & LF (PRL 12)

  energy bands NOT spin-split;  Bloch wavefunctions are spin-orbit mixed.•

  SOC strength depends on doping: comparable to EF•

LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

H0(k) = mσx + vzkzσy + v(kxσzsy − kyσzsx)

Spin-Orbit Coupling

  k.p Hamiltonian dictated by symmetries:  •

  two pz orbitals (σz) + electron spin (sz)•

anti-bonding

bonding

conduction

valence

   intra-layer, bilayer Rashba SOC from 

   local electric fields with opposite signs

inter-layer, spin-independent

see also tight-binding model in Hsieh & LF (PRL 12)

  energy bands NOT spin-split;  Bloch wavefunctions are spin-orbit mixed.•

  SOC strength depends on doping: comparable to EF•

LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

LF & Berg,  PRL 10

internal 
E field

Low-energy Hamiltonian: orbital (σ) and spin (s)

μσz=1

σz=-1



Pairing

LF & Berg, PRL 10Order parameters and pairing symmetries:  

• order parameters classified by representations of D3d point group

• spin is locked to lattice by spin-orbit coupling 

A1g

A1u

Eu
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+ c1↓

+ + c2↑
+ c2↓

+
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+
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+ c2↑

+ , c1↓
+ c2↑

+ )

A2u c1↑
+ c1↓

+ − c2↑
+ c2↓

+ odd-parity



Pairing

+

-

A2u :  sign-changing spin-singlet 

odd-parity  ≠  spin triplet

SOC is crucial for SC gap
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• order parameters classified by representations of D3d point group

• spin is locked to lattice by spin-orbit coupling 

LF & Berg, PRL 10Order parameters and pairing symmetries:  



A1u                          Eu

inter-orbital triplet
easy axis vs. plane
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Pairing

LF & Berg, PRL 10Order parameters and pairing symmetries:  



Projection to 
band basis*

A1g

A1u

Eu

c1↑
+ c1↓

+ + c2↑
+ c2↓

+

c1↑
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+ , c1↓
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+

Gap Functions in Band Basis

Odd-parity pairing within SOC leads to p-wave gap functions distinct from He-3. 

Yip, PRB 13; Kozii & LF, PRL 15

Δ𝛼𝛽 𝑘 ck,𝛼
+ 𝜖𝛽𝛽′c−k,𝛽′

+

Δ𝛼𝛽 𝑘

𝐼

𝑘 ⋅ 𝜏

𝑘𝑥𝜏𝑦 − 𝑘𝑦𝜏𝑥

(𝑘𝑥𝜏𝑧 − 𝑘𝑧𝜏𝑥, 𝑘𝑦𝜏𝑧 − 𝑘𝑧𝜏𝑦)

* d-vectors depend on band basis; use “manifestly covariant Bloch basis”

LF, PRL 15



Odd-Parity Pairing from Density Interaction

Density interaction leads to pairing in even- and odd-parity channels, because 
strong SOC (λSOC~EF) makes pairing interaction pseudospin-dependent. 

−U(n2
1 + n2

2)

−Vn1n2

Model Study of Paring Symmetry

 Superconductivity is likely phonon-meditated.  

  short range density-density interaction

  U & V are phenomenological parameters, assume at least one is attractive

•
•

2

lowing Z2 symmetry:

P̃H(k)P̃ = H(−k), P̃ ⌅ P⌅z. (2)

This novel Z2 symmetry will play a key rolebelow. At

TRI momenta Γα = −Γα, [P̃,H(Γα)] = 0 so that the

BdG eigenstates |⌃m(Γα)⇧ of H satisfy: P̃|⌃m(Γα)⇧ =

⇥m(Γα)|⌃m(Γα)⇧ with eigenvalues ⇥m = ±1. Since P̃

and ⇥ commute, Kramers partners share the same P̃

eigenvalue: ⇥2m(Γα) = ⇥2m+ 1(Γα). In the presence of

such a Z2 symmetry (2), Fu and Kane found a simple

formula for theZ2 invariant ν[11]:

(−1)⇥ =
⇤

α,m

⇥2m(Γα), (3)

Theproduct over m includesonemember of each nega-

tiveenergy Kramerspair. Wenow examinethephysical

meaningof ⇥m for weak-couplingsuperconductors, whose

pairing gap issmall compared to Fermi energy. Generi-

cally, the point Γα is far from the Fermi surface. Then

BdG eigenstates |⌃ (Γα)⇧ can beapproximated by Bloch

eigenstates |⇧(Γα)⇧ of H0. In particular, a negative-

energy BdG eigenstate either derives from an occupied

band |⇧o⇧⇤ |⌅z = 1⇧belowFermi energy or anunoccupied

band |⇧u⇧⇤ |⌅z = −1⇧ aboveFermi energy. Therefore

⇥m(Γα) = pm(Γα) ⇥ ⌅m(Γα), (4)

where p = ±1 is the eigenvalue of the inversion opera-

tor P and ⌅ = ±1 is the eigenvalue of the particle-hole

operator ⌅z. Substituting (4) into (3), wefind

(−1)⇥ =
⇤

α,i

p2i (Γα)sgn(µ− ⌥2i (Γα))

=
⇤

α,i

sgn(µ− ⌥2i (Γα)) =
⇤

α

(−1)N (Γα ), (5)

where i labels the complete set of energy bands of H0,

withcorrespondingenergies⌥i (k). In thesecondequality

of (5), we have used the identity:
⇥

i p2i (Γα) = Det[P]

(independent of Γα), so that
⇥ 2d

α= 1 Det[P] = 1 (2d is

thenumber of TRI momenta in spatial dimensions d =

1,2,3). In the last equality of (5), N(Γα) isdefined as

the number of unoccupied bands at Γα in the normal

state. Now Eq.(5) has a simple geometrical meaning:

theZ2 topological invariant ν = 0/1 if theFermi surface

of H0 encloses an even/odd number of TRI momenta.

This completes theproof of our criterion for odd-parity

topological superconductors.

A classic example of odd-parity pairing is superfluid

He-3. In particular, theTRI B-phasehasbeen recently

identified asa topological superfluid [6–8, 17], which ex-

plainsthetopological origin of itsknown gaplesssurface

Andreev bound states[18]. Odd-parity pairing in super-

conductors is less well established. A famous example

is Sr2RuO4, in which odd-parity pairing is established

by phase-sensitive measurements[19]. However, the ob-

served spontaneoustime-reversal breakingsignatures[20]

seem to disqualify Sr2RuO4 asa TRI topological super-

conductor.

In thesearch for odd-parity pairing, weturnour atten-

tion to thenewly discovered superconductor CuxBi2Se3,

which isa doped semiconductor and becomessupercon-

ducting at 3.8K [14]. Its pairing symmetry is at present

unknown. Wenow show theoretically that a novel odd-

parity pairing isfavored by strongspin-orbit coupling in

this material. If realized, such a pairing symmetry will

lead to thetopological superconductor phase.

Tostudy superconductivity in CuxBi2Se3 requiresthe

knowledgeof itsband structureand pairing mechanism.

Asshown by a very recent angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy study[21], theband structureof CuxBi2Se3

issimilar toitsparent compound Bi2Se3: theconduction

and valence bands are separated by a small band gap

about 0.3eV at the center of the Brillouin zone k = 0.

According to first-principle calculations on Bi2Se3[22],

these two bandsarepredominantly superpositions of Se

pz-orbitals on the top and bottom layer of the unit cell

(each ismixed with itsneighboringBi pz-orbital). Keep-

ing these two orbitals only, the band dispersion near

k = 0 iswell described by thefollowing continuum k ·p

Hamiltonian[22]:

H0(k) = m⇤x + v(kx⇤zsy − ky⇤zsx) + vzkz⇤y, (6)

where⇤z = ±1denotesthetwoorbitals; sz = ±1denotes

electron spin parallel/ anti-parallel to thez direction (c-

axis). Asfor thepairingmechanism, very littleisknown

so far. For simplicity we consider short-range electron

density-density interactions:

Hint (x) = −U[n2
1(x) + n2

2(x)]− 2Vn1(x)n2(x), (7)

where ni (x) = α=↑,⇥c
†
iα(x)ciα(x) is electron density

in orbital i. U and V are intra-orbital and inter-orbital

interactions respectively. We assume that at least one

of them is attractive, responsible for superconductivity.

Taking the band structure and pairing interaction to-

gether, we introduce the following two-orbital U − V

model for CuxBi2Se3,

H =

⌅

dkc
†
k(H0(k) − µ)ck +

⌅

dxHint (x). (8)

DuetoCu doping, theFermi energy µ in CuxBi2Se3 lies

in theconduction band about 0.4eV abovethemiddleof

theband gap[21], which leadsto a small Fermi surface.

We now determine the superconducting mean field

phase diagram of the U − V model. Since the pairing

interaction involves two orbitals and is local in x, the

mean-field pairing potential is orbital-dependent but k-

independent. In Table I, we classify all possible pair-

ing potentials according to the representation of the

Phenomenological Hamiltonian:

U:  intra-orbital interaction   V: inter-orbital interaction
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⇥

i p2i (Γα) = Det[P]

(independent of Γα), so that
⇥ 2d

α= 1 Det[P] = 1 (2d is

the number of TRI momenta in spatial dimensions d =

1,2,3). In the last equality of (5), N(Γα) isdefined as

the number of unoccupied bands at Γα in the normal

state. Now Eq.(5) has a simple geometrical meaning:

theZ2 topological invariant ν = 0/ 1 if theFermi surface

of H0 encloses an even/odd number of TRI momenta.

This completes theproof of our criterion for odd-parity

topological superconductors.

A classic example of odd-parity pairing is superfluid

He-3. In particular, theTRI B-phasehasbeen recently

identified asa topological superfluid [6–8, 17], which ex-

plainsthetopological origin of itsknown gaplesssurface

Andreev bound states[18]. Odd-parity pairing in super-

conductors is less well established. A famous example

is Sr2RuO4, in which odd-parity pairing is established

by phase-sensitive measurements[19]. However, the ob-

served spontaneoustime-reversal breakingsignatures[20]

seem to disqualify Sr2RuO4 asa TRI topological super-

conductor.

In thesearch for odd-parity pairing, weturnour atten-

tion to thenewly discovered superconductor CuxBi2Se3,

which isa doped semiconductor and becomes supercon-

ducting at 3.8K [14]. Its pairing symmetry is at present

unknown. Wenow show theoretically that a novel odd-

parity pairing isfavored by strongspin-orbit coupling in

this material. If realized, such a pairing symmetry will

lead to thetopological superconductor phase.

Tostudy superconductivity in CuxBi2Se3 requiresthe

knowledgeof itsband structureand pairing mechanism.

Asshown by a very recent angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy study[21], theband structureof CuxBi2Se3

issimilar toitsparent compound Bi2Se3: theconduction

and valence bands are separated by a small band gap

about 0.3eV at the center of the Brillouin zone k = 0.

According to first-principle calculations on Bi2Se3[22],

thesetwo bandsarepredominantly superpositions of Se

pz-orbitals on the top and bottom layer of theunit cell

(each ismixed with itsneighboringBi pz-orbital). Keep-

ing these two orbitals only, the band dispersion near

k = 0 iswell described by thefollowing continuum k ·p

Hamiltonian[22]:

H0(k) = m⇤x + v(kx⇤zsy − ky⇤zsx) + vzkz⇤y, (6)

where⇤z = ±1denotesthetwoorbitals; sz = ±1denotes

electron spin parallel/ anti-parallel to thez direction (c-

axis). Asfor thepairingmechanism, very littleisknown

so far. For simplicity we consider short-range electron

density-density interactions:

Hint (x) = −U[n2
1(x) + n2

2(x)]− 2Vn1(x)n2(x), (7)

where ni (x) = α= ↑,⇥c
†
iα(x)ciα(x) is electron density

in orbital i. U and V are intra-orbital and inter-orbital

interactions respectively. We assume that at least one

of them is attractive, responsible for superconductivity.

Taking the band structure and pairing interaction to-

gether, we introduce the following two-orbital U − V

model for CuxBi2Se3,

H =

⌅

dkc
†
k(H0(k) − µ)ck +

⌅

dxHint (x). (8)

DuetoCu doping, theFermi energy µ in CuxBi2Se3 lies

in theconduction band about 0.4eV abovethemiddleof

theband gap[21], which leadstoa small Fermi surface.

We now determine the superconducting mean field

phase diagram of the U − V model. Since the pairing

interaction involves two orbitals and is local in x, the

mean-field pairing potential is orbital-dependent but k-

independent. In Table I, we classify all possible pair-

ing potentials according to the representation of the

U

V

LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

intra-orbital, spin singlet

inter-orbital, spin singlet or triplet

Mean-field:

−U(n2
1 + n2

2)

−Vn1n2

Model Study of Paring Symmetry
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  short range density-density interaction

  U & V are phenomenological parameters, assume at least one is attractive

•
•
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⇤
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⇤
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⇤
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where i labels the complete set of energy bands of H0,
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of (5), we have used the identity:
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(independent of Γα), so that
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α= 1 Det[P] = 1 (2d is

the number of TRI momenta in spatial dimensions d =

1,2,3). In the last equality of (5), N(Γα) is defined as

the number of unoccupied bands at Γα in the normal

state. Now Eq.(5) has a simple geometrical meaning:

theZ2 topological invariant ν = 0/ 1 if theFermi surface

of H0 encloses an even/ odd number of TRI momenta.

This completes theproof of our criterion for odd-parity

topological superconductors.

A classic example of odd-parity pairing is superfluid

He-3. In particular, theTRI B-phasehasbeen recently

identified asa topological superfluid [6–8, 17], which ex-

plainsthetopological origin of itsknown gaplesssurface

Andreev bound states[18]. Odd-parity pairing in super-

conductors is less well established. A famous example

is Sr2RuO4, in which odd-parity pairing is established

by phase-sensitive measurements[19]. However, the ob-

served spontaneoustime-reversal breakingsignatures[20]

seem to disqualify Sr2RuO4 asa TRI topological super-

conductor.

In thesearch for odd-parity pairing, weturnour atten-

tion to thenewly discovered superconductor CuxBi2Se3,

which isa doped semiconductor and becomessupercon-

ducting at 3.8K [14]. Its pairing symmetry is at present

unknown. Wenow show theoretically that a novel odd-

parity pairing isfavored by strongspin-orbit coupling in

this material. If realized, such a pairing symmetry will

lead to thetopological superconductor phase.

Tostudy superconductivity in CuxBi2Se3 requiresthe

knowledgeof itsband structureand pairing mechanism.

Asshown by a very recent angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy study[21], theband structureof CuxBi2Se3

issimilar toitsparent compound Bi2Se3: theconduction

and valence bands are separated by a small band gap

about 0.3eV at the center of the Brillouin zone k = 0.

According to first-principle calculations on Bi2Se3[22],

these two bandsarepredominantly superpositions of Se

pz-orbitals on the top and bottom layer of the unit cell

(each ismixed with itsneighboringBi pz-orbital). Keep-

ing these two orbitals only, the band dispersion near

k = 0 iswell described by thefollowing continuum k ·p

Hamiltonian[22]:

H0(k) = m⇤x + v(kx⇤zsy − ky⇤zsx) + vzkz⇤y, (6)

where⇤z = ±1denotesthetwoorbitals; sz = ±1denotes

electron spin parallel/ anti-parallel to thez direction (c-

axis). Asfor thepairingmechanism, very littleisknown

so far. For simplicity we consider short-range electron

density-density interactions:

Hint (x) = −U[n2
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2(x)]− 2Vn1(x)n2(x), (7)

where ni (x) = α= ↑,⇥c
†
iα(x)ciα(x) is electron density

in orbital i. U and V are intra-orbital and inter-orbital

interactions respectively. We assume that at least one

of them is attractive, responsible for superconductivity.

Taking the band structure and pairing interaction to-

gether, we introduce the following two-orbital U − V

model for CuxBi2Se3,

H =

⌅

dkc
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k(H0(k) − µ)ck +

⌅

dxHint (x). (8)

DuetoCu doping, theFermi energy µ in CuxBi2Se3 lies

in theconduction band about 0.4eV abovethemiddleof

theband gap[21], which leadsto a small Fermi surface.

We now determine the superconducting mean field

phase diagram of the U − V model. Since the pairing

interaction involves two orbitals and is local in x, the

mean-field pairing potential is orbital-dependent but k-

independent. In Table I, we classify all possible pair-

ing potentials according to the representation of the
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(independent of Γα), so that
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α= 1 Det[P] = 1 (2d is
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1,2,3). In the last equality of (5), N(Γα) isdefined as

the number of unoccupied bands at Γα in the normal

state. Now Eq.(5) has a simple geometrical meaning:

theZ2 topological invariant ν = 0/ 1 if theFermi surface

of H0 encloses an even/odd number of TRI momenta.

This completes theproof of our criterion for odd-parity

topological superconductors.

A classic example of odd-parity pairing is superfluid

He-3. In particular, theTRI B-phasehasbeen recently

identified asa topological superfluid [6–8, 17], which ex-

plainsthetopological origin of itsknown gaplesssurface

Andreev bound states[18]. Odd-parity pairing in super-

conductors is less well established. A famous example

is Sr2RuO4, in which odd-parity pairing is established

by phase-sensitive measurements[19]. However, the ob-

served spontaneoustime-reversal breakingsignatures[20]

seem to disqualify Sr2RuO4 asa TRI topological super-

conductor.

In thesearch for odd-parity pairing, weturnour atten-

tion to thenewly discovered superconductor CuxBi2Se3,

which isa doped semiconductor and becomes supercon-

ducting at 3.8K [14]. Its pairing symmetry is at present

unknown. Wenow show theoretically that a novel odd-

parity pairing isfavored by strong spin-orbit coupling in

this material. If realized, such a pairing symmetry will

lead to thetopological superconductor phase.

Tostudy superconductivity in CuxBi2Se3 requiresthe

knowledgeof itsband structureand pairing mechanism.

Asshown by a very recent angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy study[21], theband structureof CuxBi2Se3

issimilar toitsparent compound Bi2Se3: theconduction

and valence bands are separated by a small band gap

about 0.3eV at the center of the Brillouin zone k = 0.

According to first-principle calculations on Bi2Se3[22],

these two bandsarepredominantly superpositions of Se

pz-orbitals on the top and bottom layer of theunit cell

(each ismixed with itsneighboringBi pz-orbital). Keep-

ing these two orbitals only, the band dispersion near

k = 0 iswell described by thefollowing continuum k ·p

Hamiltonian[22]:

H0(k) = m⇤x + v(kx⇤zsy − ky⇤zsx) + vzkz⇤y, (6)

where⇤z = ±1denotesthetwoorbitals; sz = ±1denotes

electron spin parallel/ anti-parallel to thez direction (c-

axis). Asfor thepairingmechanism, very littleisknown

so far. For simplicity we consider short-range electron

density-density interactions:

Hint (x) = −U[n2
1(x) + n2

2(x)]− 2Vn1(x)n2(x), (7)

where ni (x) = α= ↑,⇥c
†
iα(x)ciα(x) is electron density

in orbital i. U and V are intra-orbital and inter-orbital

interactions respectively. We assume that at least one

of them is attractive, responsible for superconductivity.

Taking the band structure and pairing interaction to-

gether, we introduce the following two-orbital U − V

model for CuxBi2Se3,

H =

⌅

dkc
†
k(H0(k) − µ)ck +

⌅

dxHint (x). (8)

DuetoCu doping, theFermi energy µ in CuxBi2Se3 lies

in theconduction band about 0.4eV abovethemiddleof

theband gap[21], which leadsto a small Fermi surface.

We now determine the superconducting mean field

phase diagram of the U − V model. Since the pairing

interaction involves two orbitals and is local in x, the

mean-field pairing potential is orbital-dependent but k-

independent. In Table I, we classify all possible pair-

ing potentials according to the representation of the
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LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

intra-orbital, spin singlet

inter-orbital, spin singlet or triplet

Mean-field:

Phase Diagram

∆1 : spin singlet, even-parity

: inter-orbital odd-parity

U:  intra-orbital       V: inter-orbital

 

∆2

  doping (m/µ) determines effective spin-orbit strength.

  Δ1 and Δ2 are fully gapped & TR-invariant. 

  Δ2 can win when SOC is strong.  

•
•

•

(attractive)

SOC

Spin-orbit coupling favors odd-parity pairing, even with purely attractive interactions.

LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

H0(k) = mσx + vzkzσy + v(kxσzsy − kyσzsx)

Spin-Orbit Coupling

  k.p Hamiltonian dictated by symmetries:  •

  two pz orbitals (σz) + electron spin (sz)•

anti-bonding

bonding

conduction

valence

   intra-layer, bilayer Rashba SOC from 

   local electric fields with opposite signs

inter-layer, spin-independent

see also tight-binding model in Hsieh & LF (PRL 12)

  energy bands NOT spin-split;  Bloch wavefunctions are spin-orbit mixed.•

  SOC strength depends on doping: comparable to EF•

LF & Berg, (PRL 10)

Proof of principle: odd-parity pairing in electron-phonon superconductors



Support from electron-phonon calculations: Wan & Savrasov, Nat. Commun. 14

“We next study the pairing symmetry of the newly discovered
superconductor CuxBi2Se3 within a two-orbital model, and find that a
novel spin-triplet pairing with odd parity is favored by strong spin-
orbit coupling. Based on our criterion, we propose that CuxBi2Se3 is a
good candidate for a topological superconductor.”





NMR Knight Shift

Knight shift shows uniaxial anisotropy in SC state

 SC states spontaneously breaks three-fold rotational symmetry

first clear observation of rotational symmetry breaking in a SC 

Zheng et al, Nat. Phys. (2016)



Rotation Symmetry Breaking from Eu Pairing 

• Rotation symmetry breaking is only compatible with Eu pairing

• Anisotropic Knight shift requires locking of spin to the lattice by SOC.

LF & Berg, PRL 10

A1g

A1u

Eu

c1↑
+ c1↓

+ + c2↑
+ c2↓

+

c1↑
+ c2↓

+ + c1↓
+ c2↑

+

(c1↑
+ c2↑

+ , c1↓
+ c2↓

+ )

A2u c1↑
+ c1↓

+ − c2↑
+ c2↓

+

“We find four different pairing symmetries in

the A1g , A1u , A2u , and Eu representations of

the D3d group. The three A representations

are one dimensional and the E representation

is two dimensional. ”

+𝑒𝑖𝜃



“We calculate the temperature dependence of the specific heat
and spin susceptibility for four promising superconducting pairings
proposed by Fu and Berg … we obtain wide variations of the
temperature dependence of spin susceptibility for each pairing,
reflecting the spin structure of the Cooper pair.”

• SOC in the two-orbital model is crucial for spin susceptibility



Odd-Parity Nematic Superconductor

LF, PRB 14Basis functions for Δ4 pairing

(Ψ1 , Ψ2) ~ (x,y)

Real vs. complex order parameters:

• Ψ 1 ± i Ψ2 is rotation invariant and T breaking  =>  chiral SC

• Ψ = cosθ Ψ1 + sinθ Ψ2  is T invariant and rotation breaking  

“nematic superconductor”: new SC phase distinct from He3  

Ψ and -Ψ correspond to the same superconducting state    

=>  “odd-parity nematic SC”



Pinning the Two-Component Order Parameter

Ginzburg-Landau free energy 

quartic terms: 

Subsidiary nematic order:  

couples linearly to uniaxial strain 

• D3d point group allows a sixth order term and selects easy axes in ab plane.   

• pinning by symmetry-breaking field, e.g. uniaxial strain 



Anisotropic Gap Structures

Including crystal anisotropy: 

(hexagonal warping)

Ψ2 Ψ1

T-invariant, full gap  
=> topological SC  

Point nodes protected by mirror  
 topological nodal SC 

kx

ky

kx

ky

LF, PRB 14

Quasi-particle gap



arXiv:1602.08941



• Specific heat shows two-fold oscillation, down to H/Hc2 = 1.5%



Field-Direction Dependent Specific Heat

Ψ2
kx

ky

“From these agreements between experiment and theory, we conclude that the SC 
gap of CuxBi2Se3 is ∆4y, possessing gap minima or nodes lying along the kx direction”



Detecting Nematic Superconductivity 

Basal plane anisotropy in thermodynamic, transport and spectroscopy   

• gap anisotropy:    directional tunneling,  penetration depth, 

thermal conductivity in magnetic field (Nagai, PRB 12)

• vortex lattice anisotropy:    neutron scattering, STM  

• upper critical field anisotropy (Venderbos, Kozii, LF, arXiv:1603.03406) 



SrxBi2Se3 & NbxBi2Se3 

Zhang et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 15

 

 

Superconductivity with topological surface state in SrxBi2Se3 
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ABSTRACT: By intercalation of alkaline-earth metal Sr in 
Bi2Se3, superconductivity with large shielding volume frac-
tion (~91.5% at 0.5 K) has been achieved in Sr0.065Bi2Se3. The 
analysis of the Shubnikov-de Hass oscillations confirms the 
1/2-shift expected from a Dirac spectrum, giving transport 
evidence of the existence of surface states. Importantly, the 
SrxBi2Se3superconductor is stable under air, making the 
SrxBi2Se3 compound an ideal material base for investigating 
topological superconductivity. 

The theoretical predication and successful experimental 
realizations of topological insulators have opened an exciting 
research topic in physics and materials fields.

1-4
 These and 

related materials have attracted much interest not only in 
investigating their exotic topological properties, but also in 
the searching of new topological phases. A particularly excit-
ing new phase is topological superconductivity

5,6
, which is 

featured by the existence of gapless surface states at the sur-
faces of a fully gapped superconductor. Due to the unique 
electronic structure, the topological superconductors are 
believed to have great potential applications in fault-tolerant 
topological quantum computing.  

Despite of the importance in both the materials science 
and potential applications, experimental realizations of topo-
logical superconductors have been greatly limited. One way 
to realize possible topological superconductivity is based on 
the proximity effects at the interface of topological insulator 
thin films grown on superconducting substrates.

7-9 
Besides 

the proximity induced superconductivity, the realization of 
possible topological superconductivity in bulk material could 
be very important, especially in real application. By intercala-
tion Cu in Bi2Se3 topological insulator, bulk superconductivi-
ty can be achieved in single crystals.

10,11
 Recently, tremendous 

experimental and theoretical efforts have been placed in this 
material in order both to improve the sample quality and to 
clarify whether or not this and related compounds are really 
“topological superconductors”.

12-23
 However, no consensus 

has yet been reached. The divergence is mainly due to the 
relatively low superconducting volume fraction (~50%) of the 
CuxBi2Se3 samples.

10,11,21
 At present, the experimental realiza-

tion of bulk “topological superconductors” remains a big 
challenge. The answer to this problem greatly relies on the 
fabrication of an appropriate material with large supercon-
ducting volume fraction and the identification of its surface 
states. 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) A representative energy dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy pattern showing the existence of Sr, Bi, and Se. (b) 
Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of the Bi2Se3, Sr0.062Bi2Se3, 
Bi1.85Sr0.15Se3 samples. (c) Temperature dependence of resis-
tivity of the Sr0.062Bi2Se3 sample and the Bi1.85Sr0.15Se3 sample. 
(d) Magnetic field dependence of transverse resistivity of the 
Sr0.062Bi2Se3 sample measured at different temperatures. 

 

Here we show that intercalation of Sr in the well-known 
topological insulator Bi2Se3 could lead to a superconducting 
state below ~2.5 K. The bulk superconductivity has been con-
firmed by the large shielding volume fraction (91.5%). The 

Hor et al, arXiv 15

NbxBi2Se3



• In-plane upper critical field shows twofold anisotropy

arXiv:1603.04197

Doped topological insulators/semimetals with strong SOC (𝜆𝑆𝑂𝐶 ~ 𝐸𝐹) may 
offer a new fertile ground for discovering odd-parity superconductivity.                                                        



Odd-Parity Chiral Superconductors

Ψ 1 ± i Ψ2  is a chiral state, with non-unitary gap function due to SOC  

• 3D closed Fermi surface:  c-axis point nodes for spin ↓; full gap for spin ↑
nodal quasiparticles are 3D Majorana fermions

• open Fermi surface: full gap, stack of 2D p + i p SC 

Venderbos, Kozii, LF, arXiv:1512.04554 

Δ 𝑘 = (𝑘𝑥+𝑖 𝑘𝑦) 𝑠𝑧 − 𝑘𝑧 𝑠+ (distinct from He-3 A phase) 

Ψ𝑞
+ =



3D Majorana Fermions in Chiral Superconductors

Kozii, Venderbos, LF, to arXiv:1607… 

Classification of MFs with different locations, dispersions & topological charges



Detecting Majorana Fermions by 
Anisotropic Spin Relaxation 

For quadratic Majorana nodes on rotation axis: 

• Spin relaxation rate has different T-dependence for parallel and
perpendicular nuclear spin components because gapless states
near Majorana nodes are spin-polarized.



Majorana Surface Arcs

3-fold symmetry 

Linear Majorana nodes

6-fold symmetry 

Quadratic Majorana nodes



New Mechanism for Odd-Parity SC

temperature

pressure, doping, … 

Inversion 
breaking

odd-parity SC 

Odd-parity pairing meditated by parity fluctuations in spin-orbit-coupled systems

superconductivity near inversion breaking structural distortion Kozii & LF, PRL 15; 



Inversion Breaking Coupled to Fermi Surface

LF, PRL 115, 026401 (2015)

T P

nematic

Consider normal state with time-reversal (T) and inversion (P) symmetry   

+
ferromagnet -

q=0 symmetry-breaking OPs:

+

+
current - -

P-breaking orders + -

Spin-orbit interaction enables coupling between P-breaking orders and 
electrons on Fermi surface, with k- and (pseudospin)-dependent form factor.

generalized 
spin current



Inversion-Breaking Particle-Hole Order Parameter

• classified by representations of crystal point group 

• symmetry operation acts jointly on momentum and spin

gyrotropic

ferroelectric

multipolar

LF, PRL 115, 026401 (2015)

Consequences:  

• P-breaking structural transition induces Fermi surface spin splitting  



Parity fluctuations generate k- and spin-dependent effective interaction:

rewritten in pairing channel: 

• S denotes s-wave channel 

• F’s denote p-wave channels

(form factor identical to particle-hole orders) 

Vlad Kozii & LF, PRL 15

SC meditated by Parity Fluctuations



SC meditated by Parity Fluctuations

Attraction in both s-wave and the odd-parity pairing channel 
with the same symmetry as the fluctuating particle-hole order  

Types of parity fluctuations

(an>0 is attractive)

• Odd-parity pairing competes with s-wave; comparable pairing strengths.

• Coulomb interaction or Zeeman field suppresses s-wave, promotes odd-parity.

see also Wang, Cho, Hughes, Fradkin PRB 16



Summary and Outlook

Theoretical proposal: CuxBi2Se3 may be an odd-parity SC with strong SOC.

2016: NMR and field-dependent specific heat experiments discovered  
rotational symmetry breaking, providing strong evidence for odd-parity Δ4

pairing with Eu symmetry. 

Search for odd-parity chiral SCs with nonunitary gap & 3D Majorana fermions 

Search for Majorana surface states---hallmark of topology 

Microscopic pairing mechanisms


